
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It was evident that they were all very much _______________, and full of
curiosity to hear the message he had for them.
1.

(interested/interesting)
interested

It is not _______________ that with so highly developed an arterial system
Limulus and Scorpio should have a highly developed mechanism for
determining the flow of blood to the respiratory organs.

2.

(surprised/surprising)

surprising

I'm _______________ of this hole of a town already.3. (tired/tiring)tired

She was very much _______________ in his story, and after she had
heard how the affair terminated she plied him with questions concerning the
auction business.

4.

(interested/interesting)

interested

It is not _______________ that Philips Grey, with his accomplishments,
should have won the heart of a maiden somewhat above his own degree, and
even gained the consent of her father to his early marriage.

5.

(surprised/surprising)

surprising

The actual cause of this curious chemical change or substitution is not
known with certainty, but it is _______________ to note the conditions in
which such changes do occur.

6.

(interested/interesting)
interesting

It would be _______________ to know why, in the years between 1691
and 1694, Echard turned his attentions to the art of translation.
7.

(interested/interesting)

interesting

For a dollar we received five francs and seventy centimes, and it was
_______________ to see the boys studying over the French money system,
as it was difficult to understand at first.

8.

(amused/amusing)
amusing

Oh, as to that I'm _______________ of it.9. (convinced/convincing)convinced

He was as much _______________ with England as he had been
disgusted with France.
10.

(delighted/delighting)
delighted
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Rick was _______________ to see that he used both hands equally well.11.
(amazed/amazing)

amazed

When he came to sum up his reforms he was _______________ to find
that the total only reached a little over twelve hundred pounds, and this in a
household of many thousands.

12.

(shocked/shocking)

shocked

What remains to be done on the part of the _______________ States?13.
(united/uniting)

United

When Gilbert read that letter a fortnight later he was _______________ to
find that Anna was so clever.
14.

(surprised/surprising)
surprised

It is not _______________ that this philosophy, when compared with that
of a critic like Mr. Mill, should stand out in clear and sharp antagonism.
15.

(surprised/surprising)

surprising

It would be an additional gratification to Congress, in this particular
instance, should any occasion arise of notifying those officers, that their
conduct has been justly represented to your Excellency, on the part of the
_______________ States, and has met your approbation.

16.

(united/uniting)United

It would be _______________ to have Anne come in now.17.
(embarrassed/embarrassing)

embarrassing

I'm _______________ of pretending to be other than I am.18. (tired/tiring)tired

Montague was raised to the peerage in the _______________ year, and
mainly, as the patent states, for the same service.
19.

(followed/following)
following

Retribution comes at last, leaden- _______________ but iron-handed.20.
(footed/footing)

footed
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